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Causal Dataset Discovery with Large Language Models

This poster shows an investigation on application of newly
emerging large language models on a novel causal task:
discovering inter-table causal relations, which we name
Causal Dataset Discovery. It is a challenging task especially
within large-scale repositories, which requires identifying
causal relationships in batches by analyzing columns across
multiple tables within diverse datasets. 

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
We propose and formulate the data lake causal discovery
problem.
We propose a novel join-based causal discovery method
for extracting potential causal link candidates across
datasets between numerical variables and ultimately
provide causal dataset search among large-scale
datasets through large language models.
We create a benchmark designed to evaluate causal
dataset discovery solutions and provide empirical
evaluations over benchmarks on our methodologies.
We discuss the limitations of this study and suggest
potential improvements and extensions of the causal
discovery problem.
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Definition 1 (Correlation Link over Join)

Definition 2 (Causal Link over Join)

Definition 3 (Causal Dataset Discovery)

~ 80% combination of 
pairs cannot be joined

reduce by ~ 70% 

Causal relations is naturally scarce.  Although LLMs are powerful, they are meanwhile
computation heavy and we can’t just throw every possible combination of columns
to it! To reduce the number of candidates, we did 1) filter out pairs that can’t be
joined; 2) reduce # of similar pairs; 3) identify correlation links that serve as
potential causal links over join.

Benchmarks are constructed on the
remaining pairs after the joinability and
similarity filtering. Ground truth is obtained
through majority voting of 2 human labelers
and GPT-4. We access the performance of
different LLM strategies on Causal Dataset
Discovery problem.

This study has several limitations and can be improved in future research:

The benchmark size is limited due to the intensive manual labeling
process it requires, which could undermine evaluation results’ confidence
for application in large data repositories like data lakes.

There's a lack of data-driven methods to supplement LLMs for causal
relation identification. It is suggested to explore causal discovery
methods under the causal dataset discovery setting with potential
missing variables and confounders while ensuring data correspondence.

Algorithms that discover joinable tables could potentially be used to
reduce the complexity of filtering tables via joinability of current pipeline.

The effectiveness of LLMs in understanding and applying causality is
debated, indicating a need for further research on their capabilities and
limitations in causal dataset discovery tasks.

...

We also propose an extension of Causal Dataset Discovery problem called
Causal Dataset Navigation problem, defined as constructing a navigation
graph within a given repository, where the graph materializes all datasets as
nodes and pairwise causal links as edges, which is equivalent to solving
Causal Dataset Discovery Problem for each table in the repository.


